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One Trend, a Mosaic of Laws. An Exploration Into Why Cohabitation Law Is So Different 

Across the Western World. 

All over the Western world, family formation has undergone major changes since the 1960’s. Marriage 

rates have declined steadily, paired with a strong rise in unmarried cohabitation. Western legal 

systems have struggled how to respond to the new family formation paradigm. Although the 

underlying sociodemographic trend is similar, they have developed remarkably diverging legal 

frameworks to address unmarried cohabitation. The aim of my article is to explore why cohabitation 

law is so different across the Western legal systems. Which factors – in society, in law, in public policy 

– have prompted the large diversity in cohabitation law? 

On a structural level, cohabitation law frameworks in the Western legal systems differ in three major 

aspects: 

(i) The basis for attaching legal consequences to cohabitation, also known as the status-contract 

divide. 

Most Western legal systems work on the premise that cohabitants can be subject to specific 

legal rules based on their mere status as cohabitant. Access to the legal category of 

cohabitation can either depend on an official registration by the cohabitants (in case of an opt-

in or registered partnership regime; e.g. Belgium or England and Wales); or the legal category 

of cohabitant can be imposed by default (in case of a default or informal cohabitation regime; 

e.g. Sweden or New Zealand). 

Other legal systems have opted for a contract-based approach (e.g. most U.S. States). 

Cohabitants are expected to arrange their rights and obligations themselves in a cohabitation 

agreement.   

 

(ii) The scope of status-based cohabitation regimes. 

- Most cohabitation regimes are aimed at couples, i.e. two people in an intimate 

relationship, but some are open to any two people living together, including family 

members (e.g. the Belgian registered partnership). 

- Some cohabitation regimes only target same-sex couples (e.g. the Scottish registered 

partnership); other regimes cover both same-sex and different-sex couples. 

- Some legal systems impose additional requirements for the cohabitation regime to 

apply, such as a relationship of a certain duration (e.g. the New Zealand default 

regime), or an advanced age (e.g. different-sex partners entering into the Californian 

registered partnership must be 62 years or older). Yet for other legal systems a stable 

and committed cohabitation suffices (e.g. the Swedish default regime). 

 

(iii) The intensity of the legal effects.  

Some legal systems go so far as to completely equalize cohabitation to marriage in terms of 

their legal effects (e.g. New Zealand), whereas others prefer a skimmed version of marriage 

for their cohabitation scheme (e.g. Belgium).  

Focusing on cohabitation law in Belgium, England and Wales, Sweden, New Zealand and the United 

States, I first looked at sociodemographic factors to explain these structural differences. For each legal 

system, I analyzed the overall prevalence of unmarried cohabitation, the age, class and race of 

cohabitants, the prevalence of extramarital childbirth, and the relationship stability and commitment. 

Surprisingly, the only sociodemographic factor that seems to affect the legal framework is the overall 

prevalence of cohabitation. The legal systems with the highest rates of cohabitants (Sweden, New 

Zealand) also have the most developed cohabitation law. Conversely, the legal system with the lowest 
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(1) Contractual approaches are favored by legal systems that 

wish to preserve the traditional family and emphasize 

autonomy. Cohabiting partners are expected to 

contractually arrange the terms of their family life. This is the 

dominant approach to cohabitation in the United States. 

(2) Once introduced as a second best for same-sex couples 

prior to the legalization of same-sex marriage, registered 

partnership is increasingly evolving into an alternative 

relationship form for all couples, next to marriage. A 

registered partnership appeals to legal systems that value 

autonomy while also being open to unmarried family life, 

such as Belgium.  

 

cohabitation rate as compared to marriage, the United States, also has the least developed 

cohabitation law. Belgium and England and Wales are situated somewhere in the middle, both in terms 

of cohabitation rates and in terms of the development of cohabitation law. 

Diverging cohabitation rates help explain why the cohabitation law framework is more developed in 

certain legal systems, but they cannot account for the substantive differences between cohabitation 

regimes. To explain these, I have looked at the role of public policy and family ideology. I have found 

that a legal system’s approach to unmarried cohabitation is strongly determined by two spectra of 

family policy values. The first spectrum (vertical axis) relates to a legal system’s willingness to 

accommodate unmarried family life. Does the legal system seek to preserve the traditional family, or 

does it honor a “function over form” approach? The second spectrum (horizontal axis) balances the 

importance attached to the partners’ autonomy vis-à-vis the protection of the economically vulnerable 

partner. Combined, these spectra inspire a legal system’s approach to cohabitation law: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

(3) A default cohabitation regime is often preferred by legal systems that want to accommodate 

unmarried family life and also stress the protection of the economically vulnerable partner. Sweden 

and New Zealand are examples in this regard. 

(4) What is the legal approach to cohabitation in legal systems that aim to preserve the traditional 

family but are also concerned about the vulnerable partner? Generally, they try to subject cohabiting 

partners to protective measures in line with the prevailing morals. A good illustration is the so-called 

“common-law marriage”, a practice to convert a cohabitation into a marriage if the partners presented 

themselves as husband and wife to the outside world, which still exists in some U.S. States. Further 

research is needed to substantiate this claim. 

Finally, it must be noted that cohabitation law is often vestigial. Law is generally a conservative 

discipline, resistant to change.  A policy choice made by a legal system at some point, can shape 

regulation long after its initial underlying reason has faded. This explains for example why New Zealand 

has both a registered partnership regime and a default cohabitation regime with identical legal effects, 

although the legalization of same-sex marriage has rendered registered partnership largely 

superfluous.  
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